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U-TURN ROUND

 

      What is it?

      How does it work?

      

How is it fitted?

The U-Turn Round is our unique self powered external wind up 
audio interpretation unit.

It’s designed to be used in remote outdoor environments such as 
nature trails, scenic views, SSSI’s and play areas.

Simple...the visitor selects a message from the 8 available, turns 
the handle round until the audio track begins to play. Then - relax 
and listen.

U-Turn Round can be mounted onto a pole, fixed to a wall or 
fitted into an interpretation sign.

Panel Mounted, Marine Lake.

Wordsworth House and Garden. 
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FEATURES

 

      

      
      

No Electricity Required

The U-Turn Round is powered by the 
visitor winding the handle - a few turns 
of the handle will supply enough power 
to charge capacitors that provide power to 
play back the entire audio message.

This means that you can install the U-Turn in 
almost any enviroment without having to worry 
about running cables to power it.

High Durability For Outdoor Use

Now in it’s its third generation design, the U-Turn 
concept has been steadily developed into this 
extremely robust design. It’s made from marine 
grade stainless steel enabling it to resist both 
weather and vandal attacks.

Our electronics are housed in a IP65 rated box 
protecting against water or dust.

Up to 8 Audio Track Selections

The U-Turn can store 8 pre-recorded audio files 
ranging from audio voice over, animal calls 
through to symphonies.

The maximum length is 48 minutes at 11khz or 24 
minutes at 22khz. We recomend an average 
message length of 90 seconds.

Any audio file can be converted using our audio 
encoding software which you can download free 
from the support page on our website.

Environmentally Friendly

Powered by 100% renewable wind up energy, 
90% of the unit’s components are recyclable.
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        Volume Control

     Each U-Turn comes with a volume 
       dongle. To adjust the volume level 
         insert it, select possition 1, wind the   
         handle and remove when the required
        level is reached.

  User Playback Statisticts

Using the volume dongle, select possition 2 and 
turn the handle. The U-Turn will recite the total 
number of times the messages have been played.

Optional Extras

Programmer

A portable programmer 
is avalible if you want to 
update content on the 
U-Turn yourself. 

blackbox-av are able to convert and upload audio 
content pror to shipping if preferred.

Installation

U-Turn Round can be mounted onto a pole, fixed 
to a wall or fitted into an interpretation sign.

Batwings

The “Bat Wings” 
can be customized with
instructions or logos in 
an array of colours. See 
our website for full details of colours and options.

Specifications

Weight: 8KG
Face size: W 266mm x H 265mm
Depth size: Bottom 165mm / Top 115mm
Warrenty: 1 Year return to base.


